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The Nike KD 10 (X) will first release on May 26th, 2017. The KD 10 will debut in
various colorways throughout the year and here is where you can find out the latest
updates. The KD10 will retail for $150 which is constructed with a Flyknit upper
which is said to be the best used on a basketball shoe to date. They are also built
with an unconventional lacing system and full length Zoom Air Unit. Here you will
find out the latest Nike KD 10  releases , colorways, news and
locations where you can buy.

1. Nike KD 10 Oreo  Black/White release July 1, 2017

It is time again --Time for Final NBA , so the sneaker world  is hottest  in this
summer .

We have a handful of Nike KD 10 color options coming with the first launching this
month. Expected to release soon is the Nike KD 10 ‘Oreo’.

This Nike KD 10 for sale  achieves the Oreo theme by using a mixture of Black and
White. As you can see both shades mix together across the Flyknit upper while also
applied to the laces. Black is then seen on the cage overlay and tongue backdrop.
Completing the look is a full length Zoom Air unit and White on the Nike Swoosh, KD
branding, midsole and outsole.

Nike KD 10 Oreo Black/White
 July 1, 2017
 $150
 897815-001

2.Nike KD 10 ‘Be True’ Release Date

Nike Basketball created the Nike KD 10 &lsquo;Be True&rsquo;  which is apart of
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their Pride Month offerings. This special KD 10 was given to WNBA star Essence
Carson.

This Nike KD 10 celebrating Pride Month features a predominate Black upper which
extends across the tongue, liner, heel and laces. Following we have Yellow which
lands on the KD and Nike Swoosh while accenting the lace tips. Linking back to the
Be True series is a gradient rainbow on the translucent outsole.

At the time of writing, it isn’t known if the Be True Nike KD 10 will actually
release or stay a player exclusive for Essence Carson. Once we have additional
information, we will make sure to update you. For now you can check out more images
below and let us know in the comments section your thoughts.
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